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PAYS FOR ITSELF

GAIN EFFICIENCY
Spend less time looking for tools and equipment 
by quickly seeing where assets were last located.

REDUCE WAIT TIMES:
Don’t make a $42/hr. worker wait for a $100 tool. 
Know exactly how many day-to-day tools are over 
utilized and when to increase tool inventory in 
order to to reduce labor costs.

OPTIMIZE INVENTORY: 
Make more informed rent/buy decisions by being 
able to see where your inventory is located vs. 
where it is needed at any given time. 

DECREASE LOSSES: 
Recover assets by getting reports when tools and 
equipment are left behind on a job site.

STREAMLINE MAINTENANCE: 
Use actual run time to schedule maintenance 
rather than basing it on calendar intervals.

Have 50 tools and/or assets 
where you need at the time and 
in the place where you need 
them most.  Stop wasting time 
looking for misplaced tools.  

P/N: 9113-0-50
 

ONE DAY INSTALL
The Starter Pack was specifically designed to be 
installed in one day with a basic set of tools. If 
you’ve ever stripped a wire, jumped a car battery or 
used a caulking gun then you can be an  installer. 

ASSET 
TRACKING 

STARTER PACK

Effortlessly helpful.

x 5

x 50 

TRACK 50 ASSETS  

Capture run-time data 
to optimize rentals, 
billing, maintenance 
and overall jobsite 
activity. Discover and 
address the hidden 
inefficiencies that 
drag on profits and 
productivity.

NO BATTERY CHANGES
Recon batteries last up to 7 years. Stop spending extra labor hours 
charging (GPS) or changing batteries (Bluetooth & Powered RFID) 

NO INTERFERENCE 
Signal slips through the spaces that others cannot (i.e job box lids). 
Recon’s unique signal is more powerful and specifically optimized for 
tool & equipment applications.

NO DEVICE LIMITS
After using the install application, all of 
your data and search capabilities will be 
accessible via a private mobile-responsive 
web dashboard for phone, tablet or PC.

AUTOMATIC

Features

ZERO HASSLE

NO SCANNING
Avoid scanning  barcodes or asking opening 
apps - with Recon all data is gathered, 
transmitted, and updated automatically and 
accessible on any wireless device.
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Included with the package
2 “yardboxes”
3 “truck” boxes 
50 “smart tags”  
3 months of service
Install instructions and ongoing support

Smart Tag “Proxlet”
RANGE 300ft.
FUNCTION  Tunable multi-axis accelerometer
ADJUSTMENTS Wirelessly reprogrammable in the field
INSTALLATION Epoxy (bolt-on aluminum cages sold separately) 
SET UP: Android or IOS App
BATTERY LIFE 7+ years pinging every 5 minutes or faster if moving.
DURABILITY Rugged & submersible 
SIZE 1.9” x 0.8” x 0.5”thick

Yard Box
RANGE 300ft. w/ standard pancake antenna. FCC-approved for eight 

different strength and direction settings.
FUNCTION  Connects smart tags to cloud and GPS
ADJUSTMENTS Wirelessly reprogrammable in the field
INSTALLATION 4 bolts + antenna mount
SET UP: Android or IOS App
POWER SUPPLY 120V (solar option sold separately)
DURABILITY Rainproof extruded aluminium (Cert. spec?)
SIZE 7.5” x 9.2” x 2.8” thick

Truck Box
RANGE 300ft. w/ standard pancake antenna. FCC-approved for eight 

different strength and direction settings.
FUNCTION  Connects smart tags to cloud and GPS
ADJUSTMENTS Wirelessly reprogrammable in the field
INSTALLATION 4 bolts + antenna mount
SET UP: Android or IOS App
POWER SUPPLY Directly wired with inline fuse to truck power system
DURABILITY Rainproof extruded aluminium (Cert. spec?)
SIZE 7.5” x 9.2” x 2.8” thick

Service
The Starter Pack includes 3 months of connection as well as unlimited 
support throughout the installation process. Installation videos, and live 
video chats make sure that the install is no longer than one day.

On-boarding
Recon delivers a weekly use-case scenario for each of the first 6 weeks to 
ensure that the entire team gains a working knowledge of the system so 
that you are all up to speed as quickly as possible.
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Make every 
move matter
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InstallationFeatures ShippingSpecs

SHIPPED FROM 8535 700 West #1A
Sandy, UT
84070

SHIPPED USING FedEx unless otherwise requested
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Features Shipping

QUICK START 
1. Create Login 

2. Download install app

3. Register one tag

4. Test each box

5. Map out system 

6. Mount boxes

7. Scan/register and attach tags

8. Login to dashboard testing module and test system

InstallationSpecs

Included in the package
2 “yardboxes”
3 “truck” boxes 
50 “smart tags”  
3 months of service
Install Instructions
Education module video links

Additional Hardware Required 
(40) Mounting nuts & bolts - 8 per box / antenna set
Electrical Tape
Zip ties or similar for wire routing

Tools required
Apple or IOS Phone with camera
Epoxy 
Wire strippers
Pliers to tighten wire connections
Tools to match nuts & bolts

System Requirements
ANDROID 4.1 or newer
APPLE iOS 10.0 or newer
Browser Chrome 18 and later

Firefox 24 and later
Safari 7 or later
Microsoft Edge
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What is the Recon Dynamics “Starter Pack?
The Starter Pack is what we previously called a pilot in a box, or a launch pack.  It 
is enough hardware to get a basic understanding of how our system works, and 
enough visibility into your operations to see how Recon can help you improve your 
business.   The hardware is 2 “yardboxes”, 3 “truck” boxes and 50 “smart tags”.  It 
includes 3 months of service.

What is the price of the Starter Pack? 
The price of the Starter Pack is $3995 (plus taxes & shipping).  It includes 3 
months of service.  Additional hardware can be ordered with the Starter Pack to 
give more in depth coverage, but we recommend keeping the initial order 
manageable.

Does the box include just hardware?
No, the Starter Pack includes 3 months of Service.  In addition, Recon will support 
you throughout the installation process with installation videos, and a live video 
chat, if necessary.  During the initial 6 weeks, Recon will provide weekly education 
covering different topics helping your team get up to speed.  

Why is the education period 6 weeks?
Using valuable experience from onboarding current clients, Recon has developed a 
path that helps clients deploy not only the hardware throughout their company, but 
also the valuable knowledge how to use the data and reporting:

Week 1 - Installation
Week 2 - Auto Relocate demonstration
Week 3 - Geo Fencing demonstration
Week 4 - Inventory Search demonstration
Week 5 - Asset Recovery demonstration
Week 6 - Maintenance Sensitive Asset Utilization demonstration

How do we get started?
Simply email info@recondynamics.com that you are interested in the Starter Pack, 
and someone will email you to set up a 10 minute call.

Is everything I need to get started in the box when it arrives?
No, depending on whether you use an Android or Apple device, you will need to 
download the installation app to connect smart tags to our network during the 
installation process.

How do I get a new tag entered into the system (PDF and VIDEO)?
Recon provides a free app through the Apple of Android store to aid in the 
installation process.

FAQs | PAGE  1 of 3 
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FAQ’s cont’d
Who does the Installation?
Recon provides all the support and information necessary to install the hardware.  
The client will need to provide the manpower to install the hardware.

Are my employees able to install the hardware?  Does the installation require me 
to hire an electrician?
If you are able to strip a wire, and find the connection point, you, or your team, will 
be able to install the “truck” mounted systems.

What's the best epoxy?
Recon recommends three different 2 part epoxies to attach tags to 
equipment”

3M 35877 - EZ Sand Flexible Parts Repair
J&B Weld 2 part epoxy 
SIKA Pro Select Anchoring Adhesive

What is the difference between a “yard” box and “truck” box?
A “yard” box is a yard, or jobsite, deployed Proxbox (radio hub).  The “yard” box 
includes hardware to mount to a 4X4 post and will require a 110V power outlet.  
The “yard” box includes all of the necessary hardware to complete the installation 
(except the mounting post).  The “truck” box is a vehicle mounted system, which is 
wired into the vehicle's power system with an inline fuse.

Will the “truck” mounted system run down my vehicle’s battery?
No, the “truck” box has a hibernate feature when the vehicle is not in use, and will 
only turn itself on every 30 minutes to provide a proof-of-life signal to the network.  

Can I see my vehicle’s battery level using the Recon Dashboard?
Yes.  Recon has a voltage meter in the “truck” box, which monitors the voltage on 
the vehicle's battery.  Recon reports when voltage drops below a recommended 
threshold, notifying the client that the vehicle will need a charge.

After the first 3mo. what does the rest of the year cost me for the service?
The remainder of the first year will cost $2,295 for the equipment deployed in the 
Starter Pack.  Clients will often work with the Recon team during the initial 3 month 
period to estimate what an enterprise level deployment using Recon will cost, and 
to start to scale the deployment across the entire organization.  This may require 
continued education and support by Recon.

What about 2nd and third year?
Recon will typical work with the client to deploy the Recon platform across the 
entire enterprise, and will ask for a 3 year commitment.  If the only items deployed 
are the contents of the Starter Pack, then the second and third years would cost 
$3,060 per year plus tax.
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FAQ’s cont’d
What is the “ping” rate?
The “ping” rate is the rate at which the radios in the tags transmit data back to the 
network.  The smart tags are reprogrammable and are currently optimized to last 
7+ years.

Are there any battery changes?  Will I need to change the batteries?
Depending on the type of smart tags chosen (there are tool tags and equipment 
tags) how long do the batteries last.  Tool tags typically last from 3-5 years 
depending on the “ping” rate.  Equipment tags typically last from 8-10 years 
depending in the ping rate.

Are these tags reprogrammable?
Yes, as updates are made available, Recon will send these updates to the tags in 
the field and they will be updated without any effort on the part of the client.

What is the radio frequency of the radios?
Similar to Bluetooth and RFID we operate in the 2.4 GHz spectrum using the 
Zigbee physical layer as well a proprietary protocol layer. The benefit of this layer 
includes extended battery life, security and field performance.

Do I need a license to operate Recon’s hardware?
No, Recon operates in the unlicensed spectrum granted by the FCC.

How far can the boxes reach to communicate with my tags?
Recon has been approved for 8 different radio antennae systems. Depending on 
the objective, our boxes can reach anywhere from 100 yards to 2 miles, depending 
on the terrain.

What is the threshold for tool cost to deploy the Recon tags?
Recon lets the clients determine the threshold for deploying the Recon tags, but it 
is often not about the tool cost, but rather the cost of the labor needed to find that 
tool, or the time it takes labor to find the tool that determines the measurable ROI 
of deploying the system.

How do I pay for the system?
The Starter Pack can be purchased using a CC, or by invoice during the shipping 
process.

How do I order more tags or boxes?
Recon works with the client weekly to determine if more equipment is needed and 
what reports should be generated.  Should anything be needed, Recon will provide 
more pricing at the a-la-carte pricing.

Are these FAQs online?
Yes,  These FAQs can be found by scanning the QR code and scrolling to the 
bottom of the page.
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